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Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band, Pepsi Center, Denver, March 31, 2016. 

 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

As powerful a performer as Bruce Springsteen is- and his three-hour, no break March 31 show at the 

Pepsi Center amply testified to his blockbuster rock and roll staying power- there is a bigger element 

that turns a Springsteen show into a celebration. That is, Springsteen's fans. 

 

OK, sure, every band needs fans to buy tickets and products, but I am talking about just fan reaction at 

the moment of delivery. In Denver, I saw thousands and thousands of people dancing, shouting and 

singing as Springsteen made his way through an entire reading of his classic album, "The River," and 

then another hour plus of hit material. But more, I saw people smiling, laughing and enjoying each other 

without a hint of bad attitude. In short, people were having some good, old-fashioned rock and roll fun. 

 

The fun in the audience aptly reflects the fun on stage. Springsteen and cohorts made it look like they 

were all having the time of their lives. Who knows what came first- the fun-loving attitude of the fans or 

that of the band, but the two work together to create an experience that uplifts the spirit. The fans 

know what feels good and react accordingly and Springsteen knows how to fan the fire. Many others do 

this same thing. but Springsteen is a master at it. 

 

With everybody in the room psyched to have fun, Springsteen could probably play any song at all and 

get a good vibe going, but at the Pepsi Center, the set list carried plenty of classic rock weight. "The 

River" features plenty of hit material to begin with, including "Two Hearts," "Hungry Heart" and "Cadillac 

Ranch." But then add in such great stuff as "Born to Run," "Darlington County," "Badlands," "Dancing in 

the Dark" and much more, and you've got a major chunk of what makes Springsteen great- a little 

craziness, a little wildness, a little sincerity and a lot of devil-may-care showmanship. 

 

Always impressive is the length of Springsteen's shows- three full hours at the Pepsi Center, with no 

intermission. It was telling that the band would deliver an intense musical climax that would be a cue to 

most bands to exit while they were ahead, but not Springsteen. Without hardly skipping a beat, he 



would just strap on another guitar and plow into another tune, moving easily from one pleasurable 

climax to another. 

 

My favorite part of the show at the Pepsi Center was when, about two thirds of the way through, the 

house lights went up and stayed on for the rest of the night. That's what made it possible to see that, 

indeed, the crowd was fully engaged. That sight helped make it easier to have fun personally- because it 

sure looked like everyone else was, so why not? 

 

There's plenty of stage action during a Springsteen show- and not just from the Boss. The entire group 

worked at rousing the crowd. Of course, one of the endearing qualities of Springsteen is how he 

constantly interacts with the fans along the front as well as further back. Springsteen took several trips 

out into the audience, singing, slapping hands and reading signs. He even body-surfed on his way back 

to the stage on one occasion. It has been long established that Springsteen pulls ladies out of the 

audience for "Dancing in the Dark" and this show was no different. The ladies seemed so happy and 

Springsteen was such a congenial host that the whole thing still works magic on everybody else. 

 

There were plenty of other highlights, including a moving reading of "The Rising," an especially dynamic 

"Badlands" and the infectively funky beat of "Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out" underscoring video tributes to 

fallen members of the E Street Band, saxophonist Clarence Clemons and keyboardist Danny Federici. 

Maybe some of the songs from "The River" weren't all hits, but the lion’s share of the show was geared 

to moving from one great moment to another. 

 

The enduring image I walk away with, though, is the total abandonment of the crowd during the raucous 

cover of the Isley Brothers' "Shout." For every "shout" in the song, twenty thousand pairs of arms were 

thrust into the air. With the lights on, it was an impressive endorsement of what Springsteen and the E 

Street Band do best- serve the people and serve them well. 


